In the framework of 2D standard-like maps (McMillan form) we devise a scalar algorithm to compute at once the finite time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) and the Oseledet's splitting, or, covariant Lyapunov vectors (CLV); such procedure exploits the concept of left-invariant manifolds for nonfixed points and can be extended to any higher-order derivative of such curves. Here we consider the second-order, producing a comparative study between local Lyapunov exponent, manifolds' curvature and splitting angle between stable/unstable manifolds. The main result is that the positive contributions to the FTLE come exactly from points where left-invariant manifolds locally resemble a uniformly hyperbolic system, with almost-zero curvature and away-from-zero splitting angle. This is partially explained by analytic arguments, which also suggest how to approximate the splitting.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the huge literature concerning the study of 2D maps much effort has been devoted to the study of Lyapunov exponents and invariant manifolds, the former being the primary indicator for chaos, the latter representing the true skeleton of phase-space. Lyapunov exponents are the probes that measure the stretch & fold mechanism and the associated loss of information, quantified by the KS-entropy; on the other hand, invariant manifolds of fixed-points represent the underlying geometry and are essential in the construction of invariant measures and generating partitions for symbolic coding the dynamics. In this paper we focus on the phase-space structure at generic points: there, one can associate two left-invariant curves (not invariant, in general) which are parallel to the covariant Lyapunov vectors (CLV) [1, 2] forming the socalled Oseledets' splitting [3, 4] . The construction of a scalar algorithm to approximate the splitting allows to identify two additional features: first, we identify a direct connection between the slope of the left-invariant manifolds and the point-wise (one-step) contributions to the orbit's FTLE, in analogy with its expression for 1D maps; second, the algorithm for the manifolds' slope is extended to the second derivative of the manifolds, which gives their curvatures. The latter is then compared with both the one-step LE and the splitting angle between stable/unstable curves to highlight the fact that the large deviations in the FTLE [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] cannot be ascribed to very small splitting angles only: in a purely statistical sense, it turns out that the positive (unstable) contributions to the FTLE average come from points where the local manifolds are flat (very small curvature) and also definitely transversal (splitting angles bounded away from zero), that is, exactly where the system exhibits a local hyperbolic structure. Along with this, the same analy- * sala.teo1@gmail.com † roberto.artuso@uninsubria.it sis detects a sharp relation between one-step exponent and curvature; this feature has been already noticed for chaotic flows in [10] [11] [12] , where an explanation is devised by approximated foliation. In the present work we identify the source of such behavior by constructing formal solutions for slope and curvature which are exponential series whose leading terms are functions of just one of the phase-space coordinates: to leading order, slope and curvature behave as parametric functions with common parameter, thus resulting as highly correlated quantities.
II. STANDARD-LIKE MAPS
We consider symplectic standard-like maps of the plane f : R 2 in the form introduced by McMillan in the context of periodically arranged focusing systems [13] [14] :
function f ∈ C 2 (R) is generic and models the effect of nonlinear lenses in a perdiodic cavity. For any choice of f , these maps are always area preserving and reversible, namely there exists an involution X (a map whose square is the identity, X 2 = id) that conjugates f to its inverse:
Our choice of coordinates is motivated by the simple form taken by the associated involution: X(x, y) T = (y, x) T , represented by matrix X = [ 0 1
1 0 ], corresponding to the reflection about the diagonal line. This implies that any fixed-point of map (1) lies along such line, x fix = y fix and, for any periodic point x * , its reflection Xx * has the same period. In this sense, the pair (x, y) is a convenient representation of the usual position-momentum pair (x, p) := (x, x−y) involved in the standard mapping:
arXiv:1203.4187v2 [math-ph] 9 Jan 2014 function F (x) := f (x) − 2x is then physically interpreted [15] as an external force acting on a point mass which, in case of explicitly integrable f , is ruled by a Hamilton function with delta-kicked potential V (x) = f dx − x 2 . In such setting, fixed-points correspond to equilibria, where both the force and momentum vanish:
Notice that the two representations are equivalent only when defined on the same geometry; instead, in case of periodic position x ∈ S and unbounded momentum p ∈ R, the correspondence is broken: the pair (x, y) ∈ T 2 belongs to a 2-torus while the pair (x, p) ∈ S × R belongs to a cylinder. In such case the isomorphism between the two representations would require the additional definition of a winding number N ∈ Z in order to track the growth of momentum: p = x − y + 2πN (assuming periodicity over 2π). In the numerical part of this work we take the Chirikov-Taylor standard map (CT) [15, 16] on the 2-torus as a numerical benchmark for mixed phase-space, but do not consider the associated diffusion of momenta; such map is defined as:
by the choice f (x) = 2x + K sin(x) inside map (1). Indeed, to characterize any tangent structure effectively, it is more convenient to consider bounded orbits: these may be closed (e.g. quasi-periodic cycles) or open orbits on a bounded phase-space (e.g. chaotic orbits on a torus); in the case of unbounded orbits, the tangent information can still be localized in phase-space, but becomes more difficult to track it down for direct observations. Along with the symmetry properties illustrated above, this is also why we employ the pair (x, y) ∈ T 2 , avoiding the computation of the winding number. With due care, the very same approach can be applied also to the canonical (x, p) representation on the 2-torus, as discussed in [17] .
A. Stability
Given the structure of map (1), the associated Jacobian matrix depends only on the first coordinate:
with prime symbol standing for the x derivative. As a consequence, also matrix J represents a reversible (now linear ) transformation between tangent spaces:
indeed, J has determinant 1 as map f is area-preserving.
By defining x k := f k (x) and J k := J(x k ), the k-th iterate Jacobian matrix can be written as a product:
revealing its exponential dependence on the orbit length k and inducing the fundamental cocycle property:
Trivially then, also each matrix F k has determinant 1. Since property (2) is inherited by all the map iterates:
relation (7) can be generalized to any k, so that:
the two Jacobian matrices of the iterated map from x and of its inverse from Xx are connected by the linear transformation X. Combining (9) with F 0 ≡ 1 gives:
and relation (7) may be recovered from (11) for k = 1.
Fixed Points
Since map (1) is area preserving, the stability of its fixed points x * depends only on the trace of matrix J, f * ≡ tr(J(x * )) = f (x * ); this gives the following form for its eigenvalues χ ± :
, |f * /2| ≤ 1 (13) and its eigenvectors w ± :
with σ * ≡ sign(f * ) and χ − = 1/χ + . In the unstable case |f * /2| > 1, the eigenvalues are real and it follows from (14) that they correspond to the cotangents of the eigenvectors polar coordinate, w ± = [ cos sin ] (α ± ) , so that: α + = π 2 − α − , the eigenvectors in x * (which lies on the diagonal) are symmetric about the diagonal. In general, the angle between the two vectors is called the splitting angle, θ = α − − α + , which, in this case, can be written as θ = 2( π 4 − α + ) ; the parabolic case |f * /2| = 1 = |χ ± | corresponds to the degenerate limit: α ± = π 4 , θ = 0, in which both the eigenvectors are aligned to the diagonal. By well known results [18] , the two eigen-vectors at an unstable fixed-point correspond to the linearizations of the associated invariant manifolds; then, for the (x, y) choice of representation, the manifolds' slopes α ± at x * are directly connected to the strength of instability through the definition of Lyapunov exponents (LE):
In the following we show how such interesting property between geometry and stability holds also for generic points in the (x, y) representation and, more importantly, how it extends to arbitrary coordinates and 2D maps.
B. Left-invariant Curves
Here we focus on the local generalization of the concept of invariant manifolds extended to arbitrary non-fixed points [18] ; this leads to the definition of phase-space sub-sets which are not exactly invariant:
but fulfill the so-called left-invariant relation:
Such sets are transported along with the dynamics and, in the limits k → ±∞, converge to the orbit of point x; for this reason, these are called local-or left-invariant manifolds. By assuming smooth maps f , it is possible to show [18] that the sets P ± can be locally represented by differentiable curves x(s) such that x(0) = x, which may be then parametrized by their own arc length s. With respect to the invariant measure (here, Lebesgue) these left-invariant curves are almost-everywhere smooth, but may have an arbitrary number of isolated singularities [19] ; this fact does not pose obstructions to the numeric observation of such curves, since the probability to fall exactly upon singularities (e.g. cusps) is zero. This is the guiding idea of the present approach: non-uniform chaotic systems may have dense sets of pathologies but, as long as these have zero-measure, their intrinsic phasespace dependence can still be probed.
Curves Stability
An important consequence of property (2) applied to (16) is to connect curves of the two different types of stability:
so that the set P + associated to point x corresponds to the reflection of the set P − for the reflected point Xx. Parallel to equation (11) , this fact generalizes the results in [20] about fixed points and allows to deduce properties of sets P − from those of sets P + . On such grounds, let us consider a single type of set P(x 0 ), represented by a curve x 0 (s) parametrized by its arc length s. By (17) , the family of curves {x n (s)} coincides with {P (f n (x 0 ))} so that, for some initial s [0] , the image f x 0 s [0] lies in P(x 1 ) and there is a new arc length s [1] ∈ R for which:
.
This leads to define a sequence of mappings
and relation (19) becomes:
each mapping ϕ is said to be conjugated to map f . Notice that, in the case of x 0 ≡ x * periodic, f P (x * ) = x * for some P ∈ N, all the curves collapse over a single one, precisely one of the two exact invariant manifolds of x * . Since each s [n] is an arc length, we have ẋ n = 1 , ∀ n and the derivative of (20) with respect to s [n] produces a map between unit vectors:
which are tangent to two consecutive left-invariant sets. Rewriting (21) more compactly:
we deduce that the derivative of the arc length mapping:
represents the local expanding factor along the curve P(f n (x 0 )). This means that, by definition (8), repeated iteration of (22) for k times from n = 0 produces:
and thus provides a consistent way to express the finitetime Lyapunov exponent (FTLE):
by the Birkhoff average of the local expanding factors:
in analogy with the FTLE expression for 1-D maps [16] . Notice that, for generic 2D systems, FTLE (25) can be calculated by random unit vectors w 0 , sinceẋ 0 is typically unknown: in the limits k → ±∞, with probability 1, one gets respectively the largest/smallest Lyapunov exponent (for area-preserving maps, these are equal in modulus and opposite in sign).
Covariant Lyapunov Vectors
The covariant Lyapunov vectors (CLV) are defined [1, 2] to be the unique left-invariant (phase-space dependent) vectors growing with the same Lyapunov exponent in both temporal limits: this means that the two CLV are the exact tangent directions which converge to zero in the respective limits k → ∓∞. By the Oseledets' theorem [3] , these form a tangent basis almost-everywhere, the so-called Oseledets' splitting of tangent space; then, the comparison of the CLV definition with (16) and (24) leads to identify the linearizationsẋ ± of left-invariant curves as the Oseledets' splitting itself [3, 4] . Therefore, the ideas introduced in the following can be regarded as equivalent alternatives and extensions of the yet existing methodologies [1, 2, 21] concerning the analysis of stability through the local basis of Lyapunov vectors.
III. GEOMETRIC STABILITY
The method employed here, already introduced in [22] for different purposes, exploits the isomorphism between special linear transformations (the group SL(2, R)) and rational functions (the Möbius group, see appendix A). Unit tangent vectorsẋ can be uniquely represented by polar angles α ∈ [−π, π] through the two coordinates covering the circle ψ := cot(α) and σ := sign(α) :
These are functions of the arc length s, as vectorẋ is, and thus functions of phase-space (arc lengths s and points x are related through the choice of a left-invariant curve); from here on, the shorthand ψ(x n (s n )) ≡ ψ n is used, also for any other function of the same type. By inserting the standard-like map Jacobian matrix (6) into the tangent evolution (21) and making use of (27), the corresponding evolutions for ψ and σ are easily deduced:
While (29) is essentially a logic relation, evolution (28) encodes the whole linearized dynamics and, whenever the latter is expansive, it converges from any random ψ 0 to the true left-invariant slope ψ k ≡ ψ(x k ) (see section III C). Before going into details on convergence issues, we notice that representation (27) allows to write explicitly the local expanding factors in terms of the slopes:
the modulus on ψ n in last equality (due to (27) and (29)) means thatφ never changes sign, since ϕ is conjugated to f and thus invertible and monotone. It is then remarkable how the geometric quantities ψ n associated to the local manifolds also determine their local instability; indeed, relation (30) enables to rewrite the FTLE formula (25):
by inserting the second line of (27),ẏ = sin(α), into (30). At this stage, we observe (also numerically, see figure 2, panel (a)) that the last term in (31) goes to zero in the k → ∞ limit and can be thus discarded from the FTLE calculation: notice first that such term equally depends upon both the angles α 0 /α k at the initial/final points of the reference orbit. By consequence, it always contains a spurious contribution due to the choice ψ 0 ≡ cot(α 0 ); this, in turn, corresponds to the unavoidable choice of a random vector w 0 to initialize any tangent evolution (like (22) ) in order to calculate the FTLE [16] . This may already give a clear motivation to consider:
as the typical transient data which drops as 1 k in any orbit-wise calculation of the FTLE. To further clarify this point, notice that term (32), which depends on time also through the angle α k ≡ α(x k ), is a real-valued function of the form 1 k G(x k ); thus, its asymptotic decay as 1 k would require function G to be bounded in the limit. This is tricky, because the dependence of G on α k at finite k may be not bounded, as G ∝ − ln |0| when |α k | → 0, π; then, by inspection of the involved geometry (see figure 1) , two considerations are required: if the points where the local manifold is horizontal are isolated along it (α = 0, π, orange dots in figure 1, panel (a), these are called Morse critical points) the claim is true because these cannot be asymptotic points for the orbit; instead, the case in which the local manifold is asymptotically horizontal (α k → 0 in the limit, figure 1, panel (b) ) is impossible, because it would imply that the Lyapunov exponent itself diverges:
and this is ruled out by the invertibility of map f . As an ultimate check (not shown) we have also calculated the FTLE by both standard techniques and expression (31) and verified that the magnitude of term (32) (exemplified in figure 2, panel (a) ) is exactly the same of the FTLE fluctuations due to different initial perturbations, or, α 0 . 
A. Slopes & Exponents
The last arguments, supported by numerical observation (in figure 2, panel (a) ), a weakly chaotic example), lead to consider a "reduced" expression λ k 0 for the FTLE:
which contains only the relevant time-average of the onestep exponent λ 1 n ≡ ln |ψ n |, still preserving the additive cocycle property typical of the full FTLE χ k n , as in (25):
The two infinite-time limits λ ∞ 0 and χ ∞ 0 then coincide and depend only on the ergodic component to which the reference orbit belongs [18] . Besides the arguments and results illustrated in previous section, the main reason for which we consider the FTLE expression (34) is its intuitive geometric interpretation: the slope cotangents of the left-invariant manifolds play here the same rôle of the map derivatives in 1-D dynamical systems. Thus, the basic difference between 1-D and 2-D system is the domain of the slope: while 1-D maps with bounded derivative have consequently bounded slope, this is not true for left-invariant curves, which can bend and turn taking arbitrary angles α. Indeed, the local instability represented by the one-step FTLE ln |ψ| can take values ranging over ±∞ (see figure 3 ): this means that the points very near to where a left-invariant curve is horizontal/vertical (α = nπ + 0/ π 2 , orange/blue dots in figure 1 ) bring respectively very large positive/negative contributions to the FTLE (34), while points near to where a curve is parallel or orthogonal to the diagonal (α = n π 2 + π 4 , black circles in figure 1 ) bring negligible terms. This property is summarized by writing the onestep exponent λ 1 ≡ ln |ψ| through the slope angle:
and by studying its zeros and singularities, as depicted in figure 3 . In particular, one may wonder how average (34) can converge given the pathologies of function (36): on the formal side, this is assured by the existence of the Lyapunov exponent for this type of systems (Kingman's theorem [23] ); on the geometric side, it is understood by the fact that the singularities of ln |ψ| along a given curve are always isolated, and thus have zero probability also with respect to the measure restricted to such curve. In practice, these considerations induce constraints upon left-invariant curves in the (x, y) representation: the curves cannot be horizontal nor vertical straight lines. As a backward check, equation (15) , black circles) λ 1 is zero; this is also the relation between the invariant manifolds slope at fixed points and the full LE (equation (15)). Notice that the correct periodicity is just over π and not 2π.
B. Scalar curvature evolution
As much as we addressed the first order properties of left-invariant curves, in principle it is possible to study all the higher orders, obtaining evolutions analogous to (28); here we consider the second order, aiming to the analysis of the curvature of such curves. In doing this, we confirm and extend the results already obtained by [10] , [11] in the case of autonomous flows and by [24] in the study of the dissipative Hénon map. To compute the curvature, one has to derive twice the curve with respect to the arc length; by exploiting the unit norm ofẋ and defining the π 2 -rotation Y := 0 −1 1 0 , such derivative reads:
implying thatẍ has modulus equal toα and direction perpendicular toẋ. Insertion of (37) in the standard definition of curvature κ leads to the relation:
To connect curvatures at consequent points of an orbit through an iterative procedure, consider the quantity η:
which depends on the arc length derivative of ψ ≡ cot(α) and thus onα itself; the latter is also called the signed curvature. By deriving likewise also map (28) for ψ:
we can exploit expression (30) for the expanding factoṙ ϕ and then divide both sides of (40) byẏ n ψ n ≡ẋ n , obtaining the desired recursive relation for η:
This map is nonlinear, with a structure very similar to the map for ψ, as can be seen by re-writing (28) as:
While evolution (42) is driven by the orbit through the term f (x n ), evolution (41) is now driven by f (x n ) and also by ψ n itself: this implies that the evolutions for x, ψ and η should be performed in sequence. Such procedure then gives access to the curves slope α ≡ arccot(ψ) and curvature κ ≡ |α| through the inverse of relation (39):
Notice that, in order to recover the signed curvatureα, one would need also the logical function σ, which then requires the evolution of map (29); this can be avoided by restricting the analysis to the logarithm of curvatures: due to the very wide range of κ values, it is best suited to probe the flatness of curves (see figures 7, 8 and 9 ).
C. Algorithms Convergence
Since the evolution of left-invariant curves is represented by non-autonomous dynamical systems on their own, it is possible to address the associated stability properties: which is the sensitivity of the nonlinear mappings (42) and (41) upon their own initial conditions? To study both systems at once, we recast them into a single one:
this form shows clear the action of the drivings induced by f , f and ψ. By fixing the reference orbit {x n } (and thus, also the two sequences {f n }, {f n }) the only perturbations arising from the linearization of mapping (44) are δψ and δη, which then obey the following evolution:
This is a linear map represented by a lower triangular matrix, which then implies that i) the linear map from point 0 to point n is also lower triangular (the product of n matrices of type (45)) and ii) its eigenvalues coincide with its diagonal entries which are, in modulus, the products of n functions |ψ q | −2 and |ψ q | −3 for 0 ≤ q < n. In turn, by the FTLE definition (34), both such products Figure 4 . Exponential decay of the variances of ensembles of 10 7 different initial conditions for the evolution (28) for ψ (in black) and (41) for η (in red); these run along fixed chaotic orbits (initial conditions (x, y) = (1, 2) × 10 −3 ) for the CT standard map (5) with parameters K = π/2 (panel (a), weak chaos) and K = 2π (panel (b), strong chaos). The dashed lines are reference exponentials with twice (in black) and thrice (in red) the FTLE for the same parameters and orbits extended to 10 7 iterations; this confirms the results in (47), (48) for the decay of δψ and δη. The presence of oscillations is due to the very short FTLE ruling the convergence.
correspond to exponentials of the FTLE after a time n:
In addition to this, by combining relations (24) and (30), we notice that the product of subsequent |ψ| functions along any type of orbit of length n corresponds to its expansivity upon tangent space: for chaotic orbits, such product is exponential in n (as in (46)) while, for regular orbits, the product can be at most polynomial in n. This brings two consequences: i ) by the only assumption that the reference orbit is expansive in tangent space (either exponentially or polynomially), the off-diagonal term in the products of matrices of type (45) can be discarded since it is an O of the least diagonal entry and ii ) in the case of chaotic reference orbits, the stability exponents λ ψ and λ η respectively for ψ and η are both proportional to the asymptotic Lyapunov exponent λ of the orbit:
These results are confirmed in figure 4 on two different dynamical regimes of chaotic motion for the CT standard map (5): for both the parameter values, K = π/2 (weak chaos) and K = 2π (strong chaos), the variances of ensembles of initial conditions for both ψ and η decay 
(1)
(2) Figure 5 . Decay of the ensembles variances of 10 7 initial conditions for the ψ evolution (28) for the four orbits of the CT map (5) at parameter K = π/4, depicted in figure 6 . Each orbit has its own decay rate of perturbations δψ: for (1) and (2) it is polynomial (upper panel, in log-log axes, along with 1/t 2 for reference), while for (3) and (4) it is exponential (lower panel is a blowup of the upper one in lin-log axes, along with the corresponding e −2λ ). See equation (47) and also figure 4. exponentially fast, with exponents in agreement with formulas (47), (48). In addition, in figure 5 we check the same feature for very weak chaos and non-exponential instabilities in the case K = π/4: the two regular orbits ( (1) and (2) in figure 6 ) induce linear expansion of perturbations, so that the variances of the ψ ensembles decay as 1/t 2 (figure 5, graphs (1) and (2)). Instead, the same variances for the two chaotic orbits ((3) and (4) in figure 6 ) decay exponentially, each with an exponent twice the orbit's one (figure 5, graphs (3) and (4)). We remark that all these results are consistent with the convergence properties of the standard matrix methods in [1, 2, 21, 25] which are all based on the same hypothesis to have orbits with distinct expansion rates along separate tangent sub-spaces (see also the Appendix).
D. Splitting angles
As introduced in section II, reversibility of map (1) by reflection about the diagonal relates stable/unstable curves (equation (18)). This, in turn, transfers upon slopes ψ:
as ψ ± (x) corresponds respectively to the curve P ± (x). By definition, the splitting angle θ = (α − − α + ) reads:
which, by making use of (49), becomes:
This shows that function θ(x, y) is symmetric about the diagonal and, more interestingly, it can be expressed by the unstable slope ψ + . By coarse graining phase-space into a square grid, it is possible to collect ψ + (x, y) only, average it in each cell and produce the matrix ψ + (x j , y k ) whose indices j, k are cells positions; the corresponding matrix for ψ + (y, x) then comes by transposition of the first, allowing to calculate the (grid-averaged) splitting angle by (51) without computing the stable slope ψ − .
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To test the methods illustrated so far we, take the Chirikov-Taylor map (5) at the two parameter K values already introduced in section III C: K = π/2 (weak chaos) and K = 2π (strong chaos), both with chaotic initial conditions (x, y) = (1, 2) × 10 −3 , very near the unstable fixed point at the origin. The analysis is applied on three quantities: the one-step Lyapunov exponent λ 1 ≡ ln |ψ + |, the log-curvature ln |κ + | (both for the unstable left-invariant curve) and the splitting angle θ ≡ α − − α + between stable/unstable curves. We first consider (section IV A, figures 7 and 8) their probability distributions functions and direct phase-space visualization: while the former accounts for the global behavior, the latter pictures the local dependence on coordinates.
Since, among the three observables, the one-step Lyapunov exponent λ 1 has the most clear interpretation (see section III A), we calculate also the conditional probabilities for both ln |κ| and θ with respect to positive/negative values of the one-step LE; such procedure allows to probe which values of curvature and splitting angle are mostly associated to each type of stability. This opens the way to a more detailed investigation through the use of three joint distribution functions, one for each pair of observables: (λ 1 , θ), (λ 1 , ln |κ|) and (θ, ln |κ|) (section IV B, figure 9 ). Although less immediate to interpret at first, this kind of statistics turns out to highlight precise dependencies between the three quantities. In particular, the extremely marked relation between λ 1 ≡ ln |ψ| and ln |κ| (already noticed in [12] ) leads us to search for more clear explanations: this is accomplished by performing auxiliary joint statistics upon the primal quantities ψ, η (see section III B) and y, the second coordinate of the system. By simple arguments (section IV C, figure 10) we show how the first two quantities can be expanded in function of the third. At once, this explains the relations between local stability λ 1 and log-curvature ln |κ| and suggests how to construct approximations of the slope ψ through explicit functions of phase-space (section IV C 2). Figure 8 . Same analysis as in figure 8 for the CT map (5) at K = 2π. In the three lower panels, notice that also in this case tiny resonant islands are present (white, unvisited cells), centered around periodic points of period 2 usually called accelerator modes. These appear to have no influence on the distributions, since the three observables λ 1 , ln |κ| and θ are local functions.
A. Distributions & Visualizations
The numerical information extracted from the evolutions (28) and (41) becomes a reliable approximation of the true functions ψ(x), η(x) only after the initial transient of convergence which, therefore, has to be discarded from the statistics of λ 1 and ln |κ|; as shown in figure 4 , the transients depend on the FTLE of each orbit and, for both cases under analysis, they are less than a hundred iterations long. The splitting angle θ is calculated from (50) by both the stable ψ − and unstable ψ + slopes and, since ψ − is obtained by running evolution (28) backward, both the initial/final (un/stable) transients are dropped. By comparison of the distributions of the events number between figures 7 and 8 (upper panels) we first observe that in both cases the one-step exponent and the logcurvature are not bounded: they have exponential tails which are symmetric for λ 1 and asymmetric for ln |κ|; the two K values can be separated by three observations:
• for the one-step exponent, the distribution is much more symmetric (about zero) at K = π/2 than at K = 2π, leading to a huge difference between their average values, that is the orbits' FTLE; these are respectively λ • for the log-curvature, at K = π/2 the positive tail is longer than the negative one, while at K = 2π it is the opposite; the conditional distributions (upper panels (b), orange/blue graphs) show that the majority of points having large negative ln |κ| also have positive one-step exponents, suggesting that local instability is concentrated in regions where the curves are almost flat (as may be expected).
• for the splitting angle distributions, the differences between the two cases are stronger since θ = 0 is a relative maximum (inside a wide plateau) for K = π/2 and an absolute minimum for K = 2π; interestingly, in both cases the probability of null splitting angle is equally divided between points with positive/negative one-step exponents (upper panels (c), orange/blue graphs), while most of the points with positive λ 1 also exhibit |θ| > π/4.
Notice that the illustrated features have minor details that vary between the two dynamical cases: the tails of negative log-curvature for the orange (λ 1 > 0) and blue (λ 1 < 0) graphs differ by almost two orders of magnitudes at K = π/2 and by more than four orders at K = 2π, while such difference is almost zero for both positive tails. On the same line, the range of θ values that have equal conditional probability (both around θ = 0) is much wider for K = π/2 than that for K = 2π. By consequence, all the above considerations can lead to solid conclusions only about the behavior of λ 1 : the regions where the one-step exponent is positive have much higher probability to contain curves that are simultaneously flat and markedly transversal (|θ| > π/4). In other words, the areas of phase-space which bring positive contributions to the FTLE are those which locally resemble a uniformly hyperbolic system. This fact can be checked by inspection of the phasespace distributions in the three lower panels of figures 7 and 8: to the regions where the one-step exponent takes positive values (in green and yellow) correspond negative values of log-curvature (in purple and black) and away-from-zero values of the splitting angle (in dark purple/blue and black); notice that at the center of some of these regions, there are hyperbolic fixed points (namely, in (x, y) = (0, 0) for both cases and also in (x, y) = (π/2, π/2) for K = 2π only). As a rule of thumb, one can check the correspondence between large positive exponents λ 1 (light colors), negative log-curvatures ln |κ| (dark colors) and away-from-zero angles θ (dark colors).
B. Joint Distributions
In spite of the complex structure of mixed phase-spaces, the results above suggest to search for specific relations between the three observables under study; to this end, we consider the joint distributions of events for each pair (λ 1 , θ), (λ 1 , ln |κ|) and (θ, ln |κ|) over a regular grid of 10 3 × 10 3 bins (figure 9). In this respect, the conditional distributions for ln |κ| and θ correspond to the integration of the joint distributions for (λ (c) ). The differences between the two cases can be ascribed to the more regular structure of curves at K = 2π and to the high number of resonant islands at K = π/2 which brings rare events with high curvatures and small splitting angles; again, the 2D distributions confirm the connection between higher local instability and the locally hyperbolic character of leftinvariant curves. What remains to be explained is the extremely sharp relation between λ 1 and ln |κ|; this is addressed in the next section, showing how such feature essentially depends on the nonlinearity strength K. Figure 10 . Joint distributions for the pairs (ψ, η) (panels (a), (d)), (y, η) (panels (b), (e)) and (ψ, y) (panels (c), (f)) calculated over the same orbits of length 10 9 from figures 7 and 8 for the CT map (5) at parameter K = π/2 (panels (a), (b) and (c)) and K = 2π (panels (d), (e) and (f)). Grids have 10 3 × 10 3 bins, the color gives the Log 10 of the number of events; white dashed curves are the first terms of series (56) respectively for η (panels (b),(e)), for ψ (panels (c),(f)) and for η VS ψ (panels (a),(d)).
C. Functional Relations
The relation between one-step exponent λ 1 ≡ ln |ψ| and log-curvature ln |κ| (figure 9, panels (a)) exhibits a coincidence between the accumulation of events (black/purple bins) and the values λ 1 = ln |K + 2| (dashed vertical line) and ln |κ| = ln |K| (dash-dotted horizontal line), especially for K = 2π. In trying to understand such behavior, two considerations come in help:
• from equation (43), curvature κ and slope ψ are related through the auxiliary quantity η ;
• from definition (27) for ψ and (39) for η, these can be interpreted as fisrt and second derivatives of a local representation x(y) for the left-invariant curve:
Following such hints, along with the low magnitude of K with respect to the range of ψ and κ, we study the pair (ψ, η) avoiding the logarithms and ignoring their large deviations; in figure 10 , panels (a) and (d), this reveals an accumulation of events around a precise relation between ψ and η: the majority of points falls upon a circle of radius K centered in (ψ, η) = (2, 0) (white dashed curve). Moreover, in the same figure, panels (b), (c) and (e), (f), the same analysis for (ψ, y) and (y, η) confirms the interpretation pictured in (52) exactly: both ψ and η exhibit a marked statistical dependence upon y.
Implicit Solutions
To understand the origin of such behavior, we need to identify relations between ψ, η and y. Once the pair of tangent evolutions (28), (41) is casted into form (44), it allows to write its formal solutions through the definition of appropriate matrices:
whose properties derive from the FTLE in formula (34): if the exponent λ k j is positive or, instead, the product of many ψ n diverges polynomially (see section III A) matrix Γ k j decays to zero for k → ∞. Then, by inserting (53) into formal summations of evolution (44) and using the fact that y n = x n−1 , we can obtain its finite-time solutions:
Interestingly, the same hypothesis upon the expansivity of map (1) that proves the perturbations decay for (28) and (41) (see section III C) now implies that Γ the only hypothesis that Γ k −k → 0, we finally obtain:
Since the Γ are diagonal, this can be written separately for ψ and η and, by expression (53), through the FTLE:
These solutions are series running over the negative semiorbit of x whose terms f (y −q ), f (y −q ) are weighted by factors that decay exponentially in q; respectively for ψ/η, the decay rate is twice/trice the orbit's FTLE, exactly as for their perturbations (again, see section III C). Thus, solutions (56) explain at once the numerical results of figure 10: for the CT map (5), the leading terms of the two series are the functions f (y) = 2+K cos(y) for ψ and f (y) = −K sin(y) for η, represented in panels (b),(e) and (c),(f) respectively (white dashed curves). The two values of the FTLE, λ coincide only qualitatively and, in particular, the correct shape of the distribution around θ = 0 is missing. This fact is direct consequence of the great difference between the Lyapunov exponents for the two cases which, for K = π/2, induce a much slower decay of the weights in series (56); from the FTLE value, one could infer a priori that such case needs higher order approximations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
By exploiting the connection between the left-invariant curves and the covariant Lyapunov vectors forming the Oseledets' splitting, we devise a scalar algorithm to calculate them along with the curvatures of such curves. Such procedure leads first to a direct relation between the one-step Lyapunov exponent and the slope of the curves, giving an interesting interpretation of stability through geometry which parallels the FTLE calculation in 1D systems. Through a joint statistical analysis of the one-step exponent, the curvature and the splitting angle between stable/unstable curves, we find definite relations connecting the three quantities which suggest a precise picture: in the regions of phase-space where the one-step exponent is positive (unstable), the curves are flat and the splitting angles are bounded away from zero, or, the system has a locally hyperbolic structure. In particular, this leads to detect sharp relations between slopes and curvatures which can be understood by expressing them as weighted averages: the leading terms of such series depend on one of the phase-space coordinates, explaining both the sharp relations and their large deviations. Finally, in Appendix, the scalar algorithm for slope and curvature are generalized to any C 2 map of the plane.
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Appendix: Möbius evolution
To extend the evolutions (28) and (41) to any C 2 map f of the plane we make use of the homomorphism between the SL(2, R) group (in which any invertible Jacobian matrix is included by normalization) and the Möbius group of linear fractional transformations. By first rewriting evolution (21) for unit tangent vectors:
we have J n invertible andẋ as in definition (27):
Then, by defining the factor γ n := C n ψ n + D n , we get the corresponding evolutions for ψ and σ:
In this setting, the local expanding factorφ and the FTLE λ k 0 become:
where the same arguments of section III are applied to consider the FTLE in a reduced form. By a procedure equivalent to III B, evolution (41) for η =ψ y is extended to the general case:
n det(J n )η n + a n + b n ψ n + c n ψ 2 n (A. 4) with the coefficients given by: a n = v n · (D∇B − B∇D) n , b n = v n · (D∇A − A∇D + C∇B − B∇C) n , c n = v n · (C∇A − A∇C) n , and v n ≡ [
], ∇ the gradient operator and " · " the scalar product. The Lyapunov exponents for ψ and η are then found by perturbing evolutions (A.2), (A.4) keeping f , f fixed over the reference orbit; this leads to express λ ψ and λ η through the orbit's exponents λ + ≥ λ − :
The standard-like case corresponds to have γ n = ψ n and λ ψ = −2λ + , λ η = −3λ + , while a n = b n = 0, c n = ψ n f n . Conditions (A.5) imply that the convergence of ψ only requires the that orbit exponents are non-degenerate, λ − = λ + for any sign of the exponents, while for η three cases appears:
• λ − < 0 < λ + (hyperbolic): the same nondegeneracy condition λ − = λ + is enough for η ± ;
• 0 < λ − < λ + (purely expansive): this case requires that 2λ − < λ + , otherwise only η + converges ;
• λ − < λ + < 0 (purely contractive): this case requires that λ − < 2λ + , otherwise only η − converges; the last two cases mean that, if both the tangent subspaces are expanded/contracted, the deformations should be different enough to have the convergence of both η ± .
